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We consider one-way multihead automata recognizing 2-bounded languages, i.e., languages L such 
that Ls 1*2*. We compare computational power of a stack and sensitivity, that is, capability of 
recognizing whether the heads stand at the same place. We show that each 2-bounded language 
recognized by a nonsensing multihead one-way deterministic pushdown automaton (I-DPDA) can 
be recognized by a sensing 3-head one-way deterministic finite automaton. So, the stack plus any 
number of heads counts less than sensitivity plus only 3 heads. Also, we present a simple character- 
ization of the 2-bounded languages recognized by I-DPDA. 
1. Introduction 
Analysis of various computational devices is possible at two different levels. First, 
we can test a device on arbitrary input words. Then the analysis is facilitated by the 
large number of inputs with which a device must deal, enabling one to use some 
“fooling” techniques ([8,3] and others). One may also use an input of very complic- 
ated internal structure, i.e., an input of high Kolmogorov complexity [2]. The other 
level of analysis is to test a device on simple languages. Recall that L is a bounded 
language if 
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Behavior of various devices on l-bounded languages (i.e., the languages over one- 
symbol alphabet) has been intensively studied. For a bounded language, the input 
words that might be accepted are very simple, so it is possible to say more about the 
structure of the language. On the other hand, various counting and diagonalization 
techniques cannot be applied. Some problems have the same solutions for bounded 
and not-bounded languages, but the proof techniques involved are quite different (see 
the hierarchy problem for one-way multihead finite automata [ 1,4,5,6,8]). Bounded 
languages have been considered from the very beginning of automata theory [6], but 
still many problems concerning them are open. 
In this paper we consider multihead one-way devices. They have an input tape on 
which some number of reading heads move independently from left to right to the end 
of the input word. We shall consider two kinds of such devices: one-way multihead 
sensing deterministic finite automata (1 -seDFA) and one-way multihead nonsensing 
deterministic pushdown automata (I-DPDA). A device is sensing if the heads “see” 
each other in the sense that each head knows which of the other heads stand at the 
same place. A more formal definition is given below. 
Definition 1.1. (i) By a sensing one-way k-head deterministic finite automaton (l- 
seDFA), say M, we mean the following device. It has finitely many internal states and 
k reading heads Hr, Hz,. .., Hk moving left to right on the input tape. The computa- 
tion consists of several steps. During a step, M changes its internal state and moves 
some of the heads one position to the right. These actions are determined by aw, the 
transition function of M. Suppose that M is in state 4, the heads HI, H,, . ..) Hk of 
M are scanning symbols al, a2, . . . , ak, for i < k, head Hi detects that the heads from set 
Si stay at the same position, and 
6,(%a,, . . ..Uk.S1,...rSk)=(q’,dl, . . ..dk). 
Then, during this step, M changes its internal state to q’ and, for i < k, head Hi moves 
di positions to the right (diEjO, 11). 
(ii) A nonsensing one-way multihead deterministic pushdown automaton (l- 
DPDA), say M, consists of an input tape, some number of reading heads moving left 
to right on the input tape, a stack and finitely many internal states. The computation 
consists of several steps. During one step, M changes the internal state, moves some of 
the heads one position to the right and, possibly, makes a PUSH, a POP or an empty 
operation on the stack. These actions are determined by dw, the transition function of 
M. If M is in state q, the heads HI, Hz, . . . . Hk of M see symbols a,,a2, . . . . ak on the 
tape, s is the symbol on the top of the stack and 
dM(4, ai ,...,a,,s)=(q’,dl,...,dk,A), 
then the state of M changes to q’, for id k, head Hi moves di positions to the right 
(di~{O, 1 }), and the operation A is performed on the stack (A = POP, or A = PUSH(s’) 
for some symbol s’, or A is the empty operation, i.e., no action on the stack is 
performed). 
(iii) Each of the devices described above starts in the initial state with all heads at 
the left end of the input word. There is a right endmarker added to each input word 
and no head can move right to this endmarker. An input word is accepted if, after 
a number of steps, an accepting state is reached. 
Despite very limited resources, multihead finite automata and pushdown automata 
have quite fair computational power. If we allow the heads to move in both directions, 
then the classes of languages recognized by them are equal to DLOG and PTIME, 
respectively. Obviously, one-way automata are not so powerful. On the other hand, 
they are simpler and run in linear time. 
We shall compare computational power of 1 -DPDA and 1 -seDFA, that is, power of 
a stack and sensitivity. It is known that the language {Cl”‘: II 3 1) can be recognized by 
a 3-head I-seDFA. This language cannot be recognized by any I-DPDA (see [l] or 
Theorem 2.5). So, a stack cannot compensate for the lack of sensitivity. On the other 
hand, the language {IV # \vR: WE (0, 1) * ) can be easily recognized by a l-DPDA and 
cannot be recognized by any I-seDFA (this can be shown using the methods intro- 
duced in [S]). So, the lack of a stack cannot be compensated by sensitivity. We shall 
see that the situation is different for bounded languages. This is not surprising for 
l-bounded languages, since each l-bounded language recognized by l-DPDA is 
regular [ 11. Hence, a stack adds no computational power when one-symbol languages 
are concerned. The class of 2-bounded languages recognized by I-DPDA is already 
quite large. We show a surprising result that for 2-bounded languages any number of 
heads plus a stack can be compensated by sensitivity plus only 3 heads. 
Theorem 1.2 (The main theorem). Let L he a 2-bounded language recognized bJ 
a l-DPDA (nonsensing) with arbitrarily many heads. Then there is u 34eud I-seDFA 
recognizing L. 
The most striking feature in the above result is that only 3 heads are required. This 
shows how efficiently sensitivity can be used. So far, very few results are known in this 
area. 
2. Languages recognized by I-DPDA 
In this section we recall some facts [l] giving an insight into the structure of 
2-bounded languages recognized by 1 -DPDA. In order to get the main result, we must 
simplify the characterization of these languages. 
It is convenient to identify a word l”2” with the point (u, c)EN’. Then each 2- 
bounded language may be treated as a subset of the set N 2 s Q2, and we may use 
geometrical techniques. First, we recall some terminology from [l]. 
Definition 2.1. (i) For u0~N2 and U= (u1,u2, . . ..u.,}~fV~, let 
P(uo,U)=jUEN2: 31, ,,..., fi,,&Z u=uo+klu,+“‘+k,u,). 
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We say that a set PC/V’ is a net if there are u0~N2 and U=(u1,u2,...,u,}~F+J2 
containing at least two linearly independent vectors such that P=P(uO, U). 
(ii) A seminet is a union of finitely many nets. 
(iii) Suppose a, h, c, d, e,fEQ, a, e, c,f 30, and a + e>O, c+,f >O. Then the set 
S= ((x,y)~Q’: e.y<a.x+b and f.y>c.x+d) 
is called a sector. 
(iv) If S, P, F c Q2, S is a sector, P is a seminet and F is a finite set, then the set 
X = Sn P\F is called a semisector. 
We recall the following fundamental theorem. 
Theorem 2.2 (Chrobak Cl]). If L zs u 2-bounded language recognized by a I-DPDA 
(multihead, nonsensing), then L is a union qf$nitely many disjoint semisectors. 
The above theorem is not mentioned explicitly in [ 11; for the reader’s convenience, 
we sketch how to extract its proof from the considerations given therein. The 
notations and references below are all related to [l]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 (sketch). By [ 1, Lemma 8.1, p. 1771, language L can be 
recognized by some dpda(k, 2k) . By [l, Lemma 5.3, p. 1681, we may assume that this 
automaton has normal form. For each dpda(k, 2k) automaton in normal form, we can 
construct a finite “tree of events” [ 1, Section 6, p. 1691. Normal aptomata halt with all 
heads at the right endmarker and with the empty stack. So, the last event represents 
always the last moment of the computation. The leaves of the tree of events represent 
all possible last events, that is, all situations in which a computation may terminate. If 
E is a leaf, then we put 
DOM(E) = {(x, y): E is the last event of the computation on 1x2Y}. 
By [ 1, Lemma 6.4, p. 1711, DOM(E) is a semisector. The theorem follows since 
L= u [DOM(E): the state associated with leaf E is accepting}. 0 
Definition 2.3. A set Gs N* is a grid if, for some g, rl, r2EN, 
G={(x,y)~kl~: xrr,(modg), y=r,(modg)}. 
The number g is called the period of G. 
Lemma 2.4. Each net is a union of$nitely many disjoint grids of the same period. 
Proof. Suppose P = P(uO, U) is a net. Let u, UE U be two linearly independent vectors. 
Then (l,0)=ccIu+x2u and (0, l)=/IIu+B 2u, for some cc1,x2,B1,/12~Q. Take rnEN 
such that mal,mcc2, m,01,m/32EZ. Then uO+(m,O)=uo +mccIu+mxzu~P. Similarly, 
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u,,+(O,nz)~P. Let B={(m,O),(O,m)}. We see that P=P(uo,BuU) For QEN’ and 
V=ju,,...,u,}~N~, we define 
R(q), V)=(IEZ2: 3k,,....k,,Ez u=ulJ+krur +...+k,u,}. 
So, P(uO, V)= N2n R(u,, V). The following claim is the key point of the proof. 
Claim. For each u. and V, there is ujinite set F 5 FV2 such that 
R(uo,Bu I’)= u R(w,B). 
WEF 
Proof of the claim. The proof of the claim is by induction on cardinality of V. If 
1 VI=O, then the claim is obviously true. Now let YE V. Put V’= V\(V). By the 
induction hypothesis, R(u,, Bu V’)= u ,,,tF’ R(w,B), for some finite set F’. Then 
R(u,,,Bu V)= u (R(uo,Bu V’)+kv)= u u (R(w,,B)+kv) 
ktH ktE w,tF’ 
= u u (R(w,,B)+W. 
So, it suffices to prove that, for each wogF’, there is a finite set F” such that 
U~ta(R(w,,B)+kv)=U,,~,, R(w,B). Note that, for each number k, 
R(w,,B)+kv=R(w,,B)+(k+m)~v. (1) 
Indeed, consider a vector s=wo+t, .(m,O)+ t,.(O,m)+(k+m).r. Then SER(W,,B) + 
(k+m).v. Let r=(rI,r2). Hence, 
s=wo+(tl+rl)~(m,0)+(t2+r2)~(0,m)+kv. 
So, ~ER(MJ~,B)+ ku, and we get the inclusion 2 in (1). Similarly, we can prove the 
inclusion G . Now by (l), 
~;z(R(w,>B)+k4= u (R(w,,B)+kG 
0 < k < !?I 
Clearly, R(wo,B)+kv=R(w,+kv,B), so 
k!z(R(~,,B)+kd= u R(w,+kp,B). 
O<k<rn 
We put F”={w,+kv: O<ktm}. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.4 (conclusion). Clearly, R(uo, U)= R(uo, Bu U), since 
(m,O) are linear combinations with integer coefficients of some vectors in 
claim, R(u,, U)= UH,EF R(w,B), for some finite set F. So, 
P(uo,U)=~2nR(u,,U)=N2n U R(w,B) 
WEF 
=w~FW2nR(wB))= U P(w,B). 
WEF 
(0, m) and 
U. By the 
To finish the proof, we must assure that the sets P(w, B) are disjoint. It follows easily 
from the fact that, for each (M.~, IV~)EN 2, 
P((~~~,‘~.~),B)={(.Y,)‘)E~~: x-M~l(modm) and y-wz(modm))-. 0 
Theorem 2.5. Let L he a 2-bounded lanyuaye recognized by a I-DPDA. There is 
a constant ~EN SUL.~ that L is a union qf:finitely many disjoint semisectors of the form 
S n G\,,,F, where S is u sector, F is a $nite set and G is a grid qf‘period 9. 
Proof. We need the following simple property. 
Claim. Suppow m 1 y and P is a grid ef’period m. Then P is u union ofjnitely many grids 
of’ period q. 
Indeed, if P= [(.x,J’)EN~. . x-r,(modm) and ~-r2(modm)i and q=m.l, then it is 
easy to check that 
P= u ((x,y)~iV~: .x=rl +s.m(mody) and y-r,+t.m(mody)S. 
\.f</ 
Proof of Theorem 2.5 (conclusion). Let 
L=U(SinPi\F,), 
itsI 
(2) 
where Sin Pi’; Fi, for iEZ, are disjoint semisectors. By Lemma 2.4, each seminet Pi is 
a union of finitely many grids: Pi= Uitr,Gi,j. For each i, j, let yi,j be the period of Gi. j. 
Take a number y such that gi,jlg for each i,,j. By the claim, G,,j is a union of finitely 
many grids of period g. So, the same holds for seminet Pi, and Pi = uiEK,Hi, j, for some 
finite set Ki and grids Hi,j of period y. As we have already mentioned, each two grids 
of the same period are either disjoint or equal. Hence, we may assume that the grids 
Hi,j, for jEKi, are disjoint. We can replace each set Sin Pi\Fi by U&Sin Hi, j\ F~) in 
(2). So, L is a union of semisectors of the form S,n Hi,j\,Fi, where Hi, j is a grid of 
period .(I. Note that the semisectors Sin Hi,j\Fi are disjoint. Indeed, consider semisec- 
tors ,Y, =S;> nHi,.i,‘\F,I and .Y2=SiZnHi2,j2\Fiz, for (il,jl)#(i2, j,). If il =i2, then 
jl #j2. Hence Hi,,i, nHil,jZ=8 and 9, ncY2=@. If i, #i2, then ,Y1 cSil n PiI\FiI and 
Y2 g SiL n Pi,\ Fil. The semisectors SiI n Pil \,Fi, and Si2 n Pi2\Fi2 are disjoint, SO 
,Y, n.Y, =Ql 1 
3. The main result 
This section is devoted to the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 1.2). From now 
on, by automata we always mean I-seDFA. 
Definition 3.1. If w=a1a2, . . . . a, is a word and IZE N, then won denotes the word 
w with each symbol repeated y1 times: wo n=a;a; ... a:. If L is a language, then 
L”rl=(w:n: WEL}. 
Lemma 3.2. Let no FV and L be a language. If the language La n can be recognized by 
a k-head l-seDFA, then the same holds,f?w L. 
Proof. Suppose that automaton N recognizes language L c n. We construct an auto- 
maton M which, for an input w, simulates the computation of N on w 0 n and thereby 
checks whether WEL. For each head Hi of N, there is a counter Si storing the numbers 
0 to IZ - 1 in the finite memory of M. If at some moment of the computation on w 0 n 
head Hi of N stands at the cell 1. n+m (m< n), then the head Hi of M at the same 
moment of the computation on w stands at the lth cell and counter Si stores m (the 
cells are numbered from 0). If N moves head Hi one position to the right, then 
M updates counter Si, namely, Si:= Si + 1 (mod n). Additionally, M moves head Hi if 
Si changes its value to 0. Automaton M can easily detect whether the heads of 
N coincide. Indeed, heads Hi and Hj of N coincide if the heads Hi and Hj of 
M coincide and Si = Sj. The symbols seen by the corresponding heads of N and M are 
the same. So, automaton M has information required to simulate N step by step. 0 
Let L be a 2-bounded language recognized by some l-DPDA. We prove that there 
is a 3-head automaton recognizing L. By Lemma 3.2, it suffices to construct an 
automaton N recognizing the language L 1 n for some n (this turns out to be easier). By 
Theorem 2.5, L= Uie~-~i, where I is a finite set, each Eli is a semisector of the form 
Yi= P(wi, B)nSi\Fi, where Fi is a finite set, Si is a sector, Wife’, and 
B = ((0, m), (m, 0)) (fixed for all sets Yi). Let ;~EN be some large constant such that 
During the computation, one of the heads, call it HZ, checks whether the number of 
l’s and the number of 2’s in the input string are divisible by n. It is also checked 
whether these numbers are greater than ny. For this purpose, four finite counters 
ri, r,, MOD1 and MOD, located in the finite memory of N are used. Each of them 
is initialized with 0. Head Hz will be used for other purposes, but every time H2 
moves to the left the counters are updated: If H2 sees 1 before moving, then 
I-i := min(r, + 1, ny + 1) and MOD1 := MOD1 + 1 (mod n). If H2 sees 2 before moving, 
then Tz:=min[f, + 1, ny + 1) and MOD2:= MOD2 + 1 (mod n). During the computa- 
tion, Hz always reaches the end of the input. Then N rejects if MODi and MOD2 do 
not contain 0’s. If MOD1 = MOD2 =0 and ri, r2 dn. p, then N accepts or rejects 
using a finite truth table for (L n [0, ~1’) 0 II. The essential case, when the input is of the 
form 1nx2ng and x>r or J~>Y, is solved by the main part of the algorithm described 
below. 
We consider only the inputs of the form lnx2ny, since the other inputs are rejected 
anyway. Also, we may assume that x>; or y>;‘. Since L= Ui.,(P(wi,B)nSi\F,), it 
suffices to determine for which iEZ the point (x, y) belongs to P(wi, B), and for which 
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ill (x,y)~S~. The first task is easy, since 
P((rl,r,),B)=C(x,y)~~(: x-r,(modm) and y=r,(modm)} 
for every rl, r2, and, therefore, it suffices to compute x (mod m) and y (mod m). As 
before, this can be done by means of two finite counters and head H2 that moves to the 
right end of the input during the computation. The essential difficulty is to compute 
for which i the point (x, y) belongs to Si. This is determined during several stages that 
are described below. 
Stage 0. There are 3 heads used by N. Call them HI, H2 and H. The heads H2 and 
H move to the first 2, head HI is left at the beginning of the input word. 
From now on the distances between the heads shall play the key role. Head H will 
always stay between HI and Ha. Head H2 will stay on the right side of HI. Let 
Po=O<f11</32<...<Pt=a be the numbers such that {Po,...,Pr}={ai/ei: 
~EI)u{c~/J: ~EI}u{O,~), where Si={(x,y)EQ2: eiy<aix+bi and ~Y>c~x+&}. 
The computation consists of several stages and terminates not later than during stage 
t. For each input lnx2ny such that X>‘J or y>y, and for i3 1, the following holds: 
l Stage i is reached if and only if y/x > pi_ i. 
l If stage i is reached, then at the beginning of this stage the distance between H, and 
Hz is equal to ai. m, for some fixed C(iEQ (tii > 0), the heads H and H2 coincide, and 
the distance between H2 and the end of the input word is equal to ny-Pi_ 1. nx (see 
Fig. 1). 
We see that at the beginning of the first stage the situation conforms with these 
requirements. During stage i, automaton N decides whether 1”“2”p~L 0 n for inputs 
lnx2np such that pi> y/x>pi_ 1. Now we describe this stage in detail. 
Stage i (ia 1). N falls immediately into a cycle, which is repeated some number of 
times. Head H stands idle while the heads HI and H2 move until HI reaches H or 
H, reaches the end of the input word. During each cycle, head HI makes r moves 
while H2 makes s moves. We choose numbers r, SE N such that 
xI’y1x =(nY-Bi-1~nx) o y +, 
r s x ’ 
for every x, y. The first equality is equivalent to sai/r + Bi_ 1 = y/x. So, the equivalence 
ai nx nY-Pi_lnx 
A - 
I 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Hl f H2 
the end of 
the input 
t H 
Fig. 1. The situation on the input tape at the beginning of stage i for an input l”‘2”’ 
holds if and only if sMi/r + pi _ I= pi, that is, S/T =(/Ii - pi _ 1 )/ai. The numbers s and r do 
not depend on x, y and n. We may assume that n has been chosen in such a way that 
~1 Zin, s 1 n and SI /II_ I n. Then automaton N makes always some number of full cycles 
before H, reaches H or Hz reaches the end of the input word. 
Case 1. Head HI reaches H while H, is still inside the input word. It happens when 
the number of cycles required by HI to reach H is smaller than the number of cycles 
required by H2 to reach the input end, that is, when Xi. nx/r < (ny - fii _ 1 . nx)/s. This 
holds, if Sri/r + pi _ 1 <y/x, that is, /3i <y/x. The distance between H and H2 is equal to 
the number of moves made by Hz during this stage. The number of cycles executed is 
equal to xinx/r, so this distance is equal to s. ainx/‘r = sui/r. nx. The distance between 
H2 and the end of the input word is equal to ny-_Bi_ 1 nx -scti/r. nx = ny 
- (pi 1 + sxi/r). nx = ny - /Ii. nx. Then head H is moved to the place where Hz stands 
and the stage i+ 1 begins. Note that the situation on the tape conforms with the 
requirements for the beginning of stage i+ 1 (we put Xi+ 1 =s. xi/r). 
Case 2. Head H2 reaches the end of the input word. Then the point (x, y) belongs to 
theset U=C(x,y)~~~:y>p~-~xand y6pix}. We prove that thesets UnSj,forj~l, 
have very simple structure (see Fig. 2). 
Lemma 3.3. Let ,j~l. Then 
UnSj~N2\[0,~~]2=S~~N2\[0,~]2 
,for some sector Si such that each edye of SJ is parallel to one of the lines: y=p,_ 1 x, 
y=piX, or S;=@. 
Fig. 2. The sets SJ that are layers parallel to the lines y=pi_, x and y=/Ix, and sectors with the edges 
parallel to these lines. 
Proof. Note that a point (x, y)gN 2 belongs to U nSj if and only if the following 
inequalities are satisfied: 
4’>Bi_1’X, _Y<fli’-x, ej.y<aj.x+hj, fj’Y>Cj’X+dj. 
Using simple facts proved in the appendix, we shall see that, for almost all points in 
N2, these inequalities can be reduced to only two inequalities. By Fact A.4, for 
(x, JJ)EN~, the inequality y<fiix is equivalent to an inequality y<pix +E, for some 
EEQ. Consider now the inequalities y > pi- 1 x andfj y > cjx + dj. By Facts A. 1 and A.2, 
they are equivalent to one inequality, sayfy>cx+d, for almost all points (x, y)~ N2. 
We may assume that all points for which the equivalence does not hold belong to the 
set [0,y12. Moreover, it follows from Facts A.1 and A.2 that c/f=bi-i if cj/fj<fii_ i, 
and c/f=cj/jj if cj/h>pi_ r. Note that by the definition of Bi_ 1 and pi, either 
Cj/fj~pi- 1 or Cj/fj~pi. Hence, the following cases are possible: 
ciif= Bi - 1 or C/f=fli or C/f>bi. 
Similarly, for points (x, y)~ N ’ \ [0, r12, the inequalities y < BiX + e and ejy < ajx + bj 
are equivalent to one inequality ey < ax + b, where 
U/e=fli_i or U/e=fii or U/e<fli_i. 
LetSJ=i(x,~):fy>cx+d,ey<ax+b);thenUnSjnN2\[O,1/]2=S~n~2\[O,ly]2.S~, 
the lemma holds except, may be, for the case when a/e< pi_ 1 or cijf>pi. But then 
c/f>a/e, and by Fact A.3, the set S,in N ’ is finite. So, we may assume that 
SjnN2~[0,y]2. Then UnSjnN2\[0,~]‘=Qi and we could put S$=(b as well. 0 
By Lemma 3.3, to determine whether (x, ~)ES~, forjE1, it suffices to consider sector 
S; defined by inequalities that may have the following forms: 
.Y>/3i-l’x+rl, Y<Bi-1 ‘x+r2, _V>pi.x+r3, y<bi’X+Yd 
in the case when pi< m. If pi= co, then these inequalities may take the forms 
y>fii-r’X+r,, y<Pi-l’X+r2, O>X+YAj o<x+Yd 
At the beginning of stage i, the distance between H2 and the end of the input word is 
equal to d(x, y) = ny - /Ii _ 1 nx. So, 
y>~i_l.x+rl o ny-~i-l~nx>nr, o d(x,y)>nr,. 
Similarly, y < pi _ ix + r2 if and only if d(x, y) < nr,. Note that the numbers nrl and nr2 
are constants. During stage i, automaton N counts some number of the initial moves 
made by head H2 to check each inequality of the form y > pi- 1 x + rl or y < pi_ 1 x + r2 
that defines a set Sj for jE1. 
Now we show how automaton N can check the inequalities of the remaining forms. 
The case Bi = c/3 is easy, since x can be compared with finitely many constants already 
during stage 0. So, assume that pi< x. When head H2 arrives at the end of the input 
word, then the distance between heads HI and H is equal to d’(x,~‘), where 
Indeed, initially this distance is equal to slipls. Then after (IZJ-/?_ ,ns)/s cycles head 
Hz reaches the end of the input word. At the same time, H l makes r. (ny- /I- 1 nr)/s 
moves. Note that (r/s). /I, =(I./s) ~(.sxiIlr +/I_ 1) = q+(~./s). [Ii_, . SO, 
Hence, 
~>Bi_)c+r, O -r3>pix-J> t> - rj . (w/s) > d’(x, y). 
Similarly, 
4’ < [&.Y + I.4 0 ~ r4 w/s < d’(u, y), 
Note that - r3 . (w/s) and - r4. (w/s) are constants. So, automaton N has to compare 
d’(u, y), the distance between the heads HI and H, with finitely many constants. For 
this purpose, at the end of the computation, automaton N moves head H, some 
constant number of positions to the right and checks when (if at all) it meets head H. 
This ends the proof of Theorem 1.2. n 
Appendix 
We show a couple of simple facts that have been used in the proof of the main 
theorem. We consider a subset of N2 defined by two linear inequalities. We check that 
in certain situations this set can be defined by only one inequality, except for a finite 
number of points. 
Fact A.l. Suppose a, h, c, d, e,f’~Q, a, e, c,,f 3 0, a + e > 0, c +.f‘> 0 and a/e > cjf: Then, 
,fi)r almost all points (x, y)E N *, 
(9 (ey<ax+b and.fy<cx+d) o .fy<cx+d, 
(ii) (eq’>ax+b andj’y>cx+d) e ey>ax+b. 
Proof. (i) It suffices to show that there are finitely many points (s, y)~fV* such that 
eq‘ 3 as + h and f~ < C.Y + d. Let (x, J*) be such a point. 
Cast> 1: e = 0. Then -b/a 3 x. On the other hand, ,f# 0 since ale = x > c/f: Hence, 
Thus, both x and y are bounded by constants. 
Case 2: e>O. Then y>(a/e)x+b/e. On the other hand, ,f#O, so y<(c/f)x+d/j: 
Hence, 
da b 
5x+-->-lx+- 
f fee 
and so 
x<( ;-a)/(-;). 
Thus, x is bounded by a constant. Recall that y < (c/f)x + d/f; hence, y is bounded by 
a constant, too. The proof of part (ii) is analogous. 0 
Fact A.2. Suppose a, b, c, d, e,fEQ, a,e, c,f 30, a+e >O, c+f ~0 and ale=c/f: Assume 
further that b/a > d/c if e, f = 0, and b/e > d/f; if e, f # 0. Then for every (x, y) EN 2, 
6) (ey<ax+b and ,fy<cx+d) 0 fy<cx+d, 
(ii) (ey>ax+b and fy>cx+d) * ey>ax+b. 
Proof. We show (i). 
Case I: e = 0. Then a/e = “3, so c/f = co and f = 0. Hence, 
(ey<ax+b and ,fy<cx+d) o (O<ax+b and O<cx+d). 
But bla>d/c, so the first inequality follows from the second one. 
Case 2: e>O. Then c/f< co, so f >O and, hence, 
(ey<ax+b and fy<cx+d) o y<ix+i and y-~~x+~ 
f f 
b d 
o y<Tx+; and y<Tx+7 
But b/e > d/f; so the first inequality follows from the second one. The proof of part (ii) 
is analogous. 0 
Fact A.3. Suppose a, b, c, d, e, fE0, a, e, c, f 3 0, a + e > 0, c +f > 0 and ale < c/f: Then 
there are only jinitely many points (x, y)~ N 2 such that ey < ax + b and fy > cx + d. 
Proof. Assume that (x, y) is such a point. We show that x and y are bounded by some 
constants. 
Case I: ,f= 0. Then 0 > cx + d, so -d/c > x. Note that a/e < c/f = 03, so e > 0. Hence, 
ad b 
y<;s+;< -z+;. 
Case 2: j’>O. Then 
245 
b d 
y<%\-+; and y>F.x+,. 
Hence, 
u hc d 
-x+;>SX+T 
e 
and so 
Thus, x is bounded by a constant. Since y < (a/e)x + b/e, y is bounded by a constant, 
too. n 
Fact A.4. Let /IEQ u { cx ), [I > 0. There is a constant e such that,for all points (x, y)~ N 2, 
y<p.u 0 y</?Jx+E. 
Proof. For /?= =c, there is nothing to prove. Let p=p/q, where p, qE IV, p, q ~0. Then 
y < fix - qy d px. We show that qy d px o qy < px + l/2. So, assume that qy > px and 
qy<px+ l/2. Then qy-ppx< l/2. But qy-p.xEZ, so qy-px<O. On the other hand, 
qy - p-x > 0. Contradiction. So, we get 
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